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70% of salespeople do not have an effective selling
system. They are random and sporatic in their
approach and often chase leads for months on end.
There has to be a better way! There is. In this class,
you will learn our Proactive Prospecting™ system
that drastically increases your lead-to-close.

Sales is a Game of Probability

Sales has never a game of certainty, but what if you could increase the probability
that you will reach your production goals by 95%? Bruce will show you how.

What You’ll Learn






Master a selling system
Over 90% of sales professionals
don't have a daily disciplined
system for accountability. Learn
our Proactive Prospecting Selling
system proven to increase
database growth 40%.

What is Proactive Prospecting?
Sales is a game of probability.
We break down the science of
proactive prospecting through
ﬁlters, target markets, and
market segments to give you
10+ new warm leads per week.

Increase your productivity
Entrepreneurs know how to get
stuﬀ done rather than giving up.
You will discover professional
activities that you should be
doing, and amateur activities
that you should avoid.


Pipeline Autopsy
Learn how to increase your pipeline to 250 active people or "scrub"
your current database down to 250 active people through our
pipeline autopsy.

Start your own 90-day sales plan

90daysales.com/plan
info@90daysales.com

About Dr. Bruce Lund
For over a decade, Dr. Bruce Lund has trained thousands of
professionals all over the country. His coaching journey
began as a 25-year old career author and speaker to young
professionals. Bruce earned a PhD in Human Performance at
age 29, and was hired as program director and professor in
the Texas A&M System.
He was then recruited back into corporate America as
Director of Sales for a top entrepreneur coaching business.
The company tripled growth under Bruce’s leadership,
growing to a multi-million dollar coaching business in less
than two years. During this time, Bruce was also in
charge of coaching top producers all over the
country as lead business trainer in real estate,
mortgage, title, insurance, and ﬁnancial services.
In 2017, Bruce launched his own sales training
business, 90-Day Sales Manager™, which
has become one of the fastest growing
programs in the country. Commonly
referred to as the P90X of Sales Training,
the program combines daily virtual
training with weekly live coaching.
Bruce takes pride in his versatility of
coaching top one-percenters, brand-new
salespeople, and everything in-between.
He does this through a "heart of a teacher"
approach using his PhD in behavioral science
to accelerate business growth in a fun, dynamic
way.

“Your attendees will appreciate his
fresh style and interest in everyone's
success. I would hire again!”
Steve McDonald

Tennessee REALTORS®
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